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KIDNAPPING FRIGHTENS COMMUNITY
By Jana Kadah
COPY EDITOR

As students begin
their first week of the
semester, worries about
coursework are shifting
to concerns about safety.
On Wednesday at
approximately
2:39
p.m. San Jose Police
Department responded
to a call regarding a
kidnapping and an
armed robbery.
A male SJSU student
was forced out of the
7-Eleven on Sixth and San
Salvador. He was held at
gunpoint and forced to
withdraw money from

various ATMs.
7-Eleven
employee
Gurpreet Singh, who
started his shift at 2 p.m.,
said he did not notice any
suspicious activity until
SJPD came at around 3:45
p.m.
Students received a text
and email from AlertSJSU
at approximately 4 p.m. with
a description of the suspect.
He is described as a male
in his 20s with a darker
complexion and yellow
hair. He was wearing
a gray hoodie and black
sweatpants with a white
stripe, a gray JAMZ
backpack and was armed
with a black handgun.

I’m not originally from San Jose,so I
thought because it’s a big campus that
there would be security or something
in every corner.
Karina Ruiz
Kinesiology junior

The victim was released
and soon after contacted
the police after the
kidnapping, according to
SJPD’s Press Information
Officer Gina Tepoorten.
The suspect has yet to be
identified or apprehended.

Because the event
occurred off campus, SJPD
is leading the investigation.
University Police (UPD)
will help assist.
“I’m not originally
from San Jose, so I
thought because it’s a

New semester, new
Spartan app portal
By Sarah Klieves
ONLINE EDITOR

San Jose State students
will be returning to a new
fall semester with a few
changes – including a
new online portal.
The university is
replacing the MySJSU
student portal with one.
SJSU, otherwise known
as the Spartan App
Portal. The university
announced the new site
on Friday.
The new portal is
available to students,
faculty and staff, as well
as campus visitors.
One of the most
noticeable changes about
the portal is that it is
mobile-device friendly.
Joel Johnson, Director
of Web and Campus
Applications, is in charge
of the project. He said
the goal is to make things
easier for students to use
and that “mobile friendly
websites and applications
[have] been a strategy for
the past year or two.”
SJSU
Information
Technology Services (ITS)
sent students and staff
emails alerting them
about the changes.
Some
students
were not aware of
the changes and
wish that the

university had consulted
with students before
making the big switch.
“Honestly I only found
out when you told me just
now,” psychology senior
Yasmeen Odeh said.
“The MySJSU portal still
works so I had no idea
the other one was being
integrated and used.”
Since students are
returning to campus and
catching up on emails, it is
possible not everyone has
heard about the changes.
“We’ve just started
this communication,”
Johnson said. “[Students]
should see information
around campus, on
digital signs and through
other communication
channels as we work
to have everyone
know about the
new system. If
we see less
migration

to one.SJSU and lower
use than anticipated,
we’ll look at additional
communications.”
Odeh checked out
the new portal, which
she described as “more
welcoming and colorful
than the old portal.”
She said it “seems okay,”
but just “needs some time
to get used to it. I didn’t
know it was more mobile
friendly. That’s great. The
old one was definitely not

mobile friendly.”
The design seems to
be the main concern
for students. They are
worried about having to
get used to a whole new
portal that looks very
different from MySJSU.
Animation
and
illustration junior Derek
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big campus that there
would be security or
something in every
corner,”
kinesiology
junior Karina Ruiz.
“Now I’m starting to
think it’s not as safe as I
thought it would be.”
The UPD has not
released
any more
information regarding
the investigation besides
what was included in the
AlertSJSU texts and emails.
The UPD offers various
services for students who
feel unsafe on campus,
including a 24-hour safety
escort service and the Safe
Ride Program that drives
students to locations off-

campus from 7:30 p.m. to
1 a.m. everyday.
SJPD urges people
with more information
regarding this case to
contact the SJPD Robbery
Unit at (408) 277-4166.
Anyone who wishes to
remain anonymous can
call Crime Stoppers Tip
Line at (408) 947-7867.
A cash reward may
be provided by Silicon
Valley Crime Stoppers
for persons who report
information leading to
the arrest and conviction
of the suspect.
Follow Jana on Twitter
@Jana_Kadah

Wildfires:
more than a
drought issue
By Nick Girard
MULTIMEDIA REPORTER

Fires are burning
across the state. Climate
change, drought and
tree-killing bark beetles
are contributing to the
flammability of Sierra
forests.
Wildfire smoke is
posing a health hazard
to California residents.
Even at the time of this
publishing, the fires
continue to blaze.
The mountain forests in
East Mendocino County
began burning on July 27.
The
Mendocino
Complex Fire, as it is
known, is composed of
two fires: the “Ranch Fire”
and “River Fire.”
Collectively,
the
two fires have burned
more than 400,000
acres of forest. Cal Fire
announced on Aug. 6 that
the Mendocino Complex
Fire is the largest wildfire
ever documented in
California’s history.
The fire has burned
a large portion of the
Mendocino
National
Forest and continues to
spread northward into the
nature preserve.
The fire continues to
grow despite being at 67
percent containment, and
it isn’t burning alone.
Fourteen fires were
burning statewide on Aug.
7. The much of haze seen
in the sky over the San
Francisco Bay is smoke
from the fires which
continue to burn.
Today, a separate
fire called the Carr Fire
continues to burn near
Redding. Apocalyptic
scenes of fire near homes
and families posing with
the ash remains of their

It was terrible up
in the mountains,
smoke was being
sucked in through
the AC and it was
everywhere.
Sabrina Reese
Sonora resident

homes are common
on social media. Nearly
100,000 acres burned
before being contained at
the Southern entrances to
Yosemite Valley.
“It was terrible up in
the mountains, smoke
was being sucked in
through the AC and
it was everywhere,”
Sonora resident Sabrina
Reese said. “You could
barely see the sun.”
Hazardous
smoke
covered all of California
early August.
Levels of smoke hit
hazardous levels for
individuals
working
outside in a large area
near Yosemite National
Park,
according
to
maps published by the
Environmental Protection
Agency’s AirNow service.
The service shows maps
of air quality, and featured
air quality conditions far
above moderate levels.
“Over the five years of
drought that California
experienced from about
2012 to 2017, a total of 129
million trees have died
due to drought and bark
beetle infestation,” Cal
Fire public information
officer Heather Williams
WILDFIRE | Page 2
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Mendocino Complex Fire
More than 400,000 acres burned
(size comparison to Bay Area)

Ranch Fire

River Fire

NICK GIRARD | SPARTAN DAILY

Mendocino Fire Complex Comparison: The Mendocino Fire Complex over the South Bay Area for scale. There is no wildfire in the South Bay, but smoke from statewide fires
continues to tint the sky overhead with a yellow-gray haze. Courtesy OpenMaps.
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Christmann
just
transferred to SJSU.
He just started to use
MySJSU, and has some
concerns about switching
to a completely different
interface.
“It made me a little
worried,” Christmann
said. “But I’ve signed
up for classes and paid
most of my fees already.
I’m sure that I’ll be able
to learn how to work it
and get more comfortable
before I need to use it for
something important.”
The Spartan App portal
helps students and staff
access important links
directly via “tasks.”
For example, instead
of having to go into the
PeopleSoft portal and
navigate through the site
to find their class schedule,
students can click on
the “my class schedules”
task and it will take them
straight to that page.

Tasks are divided
into eight categories:
tools
for
academic
success,
employment
and benefits, enrollment
and admissions, finance,
campus
ser vices,
information technology,
research, student life and
tools for faculty.
One.SJSU now gives
students an opportunity
to personalize the portal
by selecting the tasks that
they use most often. This
was not an option with
MySJSU.
Even though he has just
started to use the Spartan
App portal, Christmann
said he likes it.
“It looks cleaner and a
little more organized than
the old one,” Christmann
said. “I’m sure the new one
will be more user friendly
by the looks of it.”
SJSU art students
helped with the new
design. Johnson said they
created the icons people
see in the app.
Part of the Spartan
App portal is dedicated
solely to campus visitors.

It grants them easy access
to information about
parking, main and south
campus maps and athletics
calendars.
ITS is still making
adjustments to the new
portal and will officially
phase out MySJSU by the
end of the year.
“We want to monitor
the adoption rate of this
new one.SJSU portal,
before deciding on when
to retire my.SJSU.edu,”
Johnson said. “As usage of
one.SJSU increases, we’ll
set the specific date. It
maybe as early as 30 days,
but definitely before the
end of calendar year.”

Follow Sarah on Twitter
@sarah_klieves
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FIRE
Continued from page 1
said in a phone interview.
“Along with that came
very
drought-stricken
vegetation, so as we’ve seen
a lot of that growth is still out
there because you can’t bring
it back no matter how much
rain you have,” Williams said.
According to Williams, the
drought is directly correlated
with the higher number
of dead trees reported in
comparison to a normal year.
Bark beetles normally die off
in the winter however, that won’t
be happening in a few months

thanks to climate change,”
Williams said. “It’s getting hotter
and it’s getting drier.”
The dying trees provide
food for the booming
bark beetle population,
which thrives in these
new conditions.
“It won’t be getting as cold
at night in the winter months
to help kill those bark beetles
off,” Williams said.
The California Fire
Service has asked other states
for fire personnel, engines,
captains and battalion chiefs.
Air support has been
received from the U.S. Forest
Service and the National
Guard. The Australian and
New Zealand Fire service
have also aided California’s

firefighting efforts by
sending fire specialists.
Because of the drought
there has been less snow to
feed rivers and mountain top
trees with water. Many dead
trees still stand like firewood
ready to ignite.
Three thousand four
hundred prisoner volunteers
continue to cut down trees
and brush past the perimeter
of the fires to contain the
blaze using a “fire line.”
According to Williams,
the volunteering inmates
are also assisting firefighter
base-camps by cooking and
cleaning.
Follow Nick on Twitter
@ubentu
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The ‘sweetest’ pop release of the year
By Melisa Yuriar
NEWS EDITOR

Newly engaged, and only
a year after the tragedy that
transpired in Manchester,
Ariana Grande has released
her fourth studio album.
“Sweetener” feels very
personal. The songs paint an
honest picture of Grande’s
current emotional state –
a year after a life-altering
experience, in which 23
people died at her concert –
and a life that appears filled
with love and romantic bliss
thanks to her fiance, comedian Pete Davidson.
Grande has said on social media when asked by
fans about the album title
that it was influenced by
someone “bringing light
to a situation, or to someone’s life, or somebody
else who brings light to
your life, or sweetening
the situation.”
“Sweetener” offers listeners reassurance, love
and hope which can be
found in tracks such as the
dance hall-infused “the light
is coming,” featuring Grammy Award-winning artist
Nicki Minaj, “to give back
everything the darkness
stole,” as Grande puts it —
and “get well soon,” where
her voice proliferates into
a euphoric one-woman
choir preaching self-love
and care.
She has unlocked a
new level of creativity
with “Sweetener,” one
that goes beyond punchy
dance tracks and catchy
pop singles.
“Right now I’m in a state

of mind I wanna be in like
all the time,” Grande sings
in “no tears left to cry,” an
exuberant dance-pop jam.
“I’m picking it up, picking
it up / Loving, I’m living, so
we turning up.”
Grande’s
“Sweetener”
was crafted by a stellar
team, led by awardwinning producers Pharrell
Williams and Max Martin.

Williams and Martin are
the masterminds behind
the trap sounds and unconventional song structures in
songs like “blazed,” “the light
is coming,” and “borderline.”
In an interview with
the Los Angeles Times,
Williams
said,
“The
things that [Grande] has
to say on this album,
it’s pretty next-

level.”
Grande’s harmonies are
beyond next-level on the 15
track album, especially those
heard throughout the album’s
second single released, “God
is a woman.” The song has
garnered more than 138
million plays on Spotify since
it
was

released on July 13.
Instead of drowning
Grande’s voice in pop
gimmicks,
producers
Martin and Williams let her
voice lead on most tracks
on “Sweetener”, which
allows listeners the pleasure
to enjoy what has made
the popstar worth paying
attention to her entire
career – it’s all in the voice.
Though
the
pop
marketplace continues to
be obnoxiously saturated
with mindless shiny,
catchy songs, Grande’s
music continues to stand
out from the rest.
Singles
like
“no
tears left to cry” and
“breathin”
resonate
with listeners who have
dealt with issues such
as depression and
anxiety.
Grande
has
always identified
as a feminist,
so it’s not
completely
radical
t
o
hear
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Artist:
Ariana Grande
Starring:
Aug. 17, 2018
Genre:
Pop
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‘La playa’ drinks
without the beach
By Melody Del Rio
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review

Playa Lounge gives you
playa feels without actually
being at the beach.
The restaurant is far
from the playa, Spanish
for beach, and tucked away
between two buildings on
McKee Road in San Jose.
It offers a Miami night
bar feel with its colorful
neon-lit tables along with
changing lights to match.
The walls are white with
TV screens complementing
the music videos that
matched the music playing
in the restaurant.
As soon as I entered the
building, I made my way
to the large white counter
where I was able to place
my order.
After I placed my order,
I was able to able to pick
any booth with no troubles
since there were only a few
attending customers.
The
restaurant
is
family friendly but from
observation, I could tell
that it was targeting the
21 and up demographic
because of the alcoholic
drink choices and the beer
pong table placed in the
front left corner.
I understood the laidback idea behind the beer
pong table, but it looked out
of place compared to the
rest of the layout.
It looked as if it could
easily break if any weight
was added with the cups
already on the table.
The cups were not the
typical solo cups usually

food
review
“Playa Lounge”
Rating:


Cuisine:
Desserts, Coffee & Tea
Location:
1615 McKee Rd.
San Jose, Calif.
Price:
$

paired with beer pong,
but were made of paper
which made the table less
pleasing to the eye.
The menu ranged from
a variety of beverages,
such as, cocktails, tea
drinks, smoothies, juices
and sodas.
As far as food goes, they
do not offer many options
except for numerous fried
snacks labeled “finger
food” which includes
french fries, tater twisters,
shrimp balls, popcorn
chicken, fried squid head,
chicken tenders and rice
paper salad.
The fried menu did not
seem appetizing to me nor
did any food item stand out,
I didn’t try any of the food.
The wait for my order was
not long considering I was
able to rent out a board game
from the counter.
Playa Lounge is a not a
place to visit on an empty
stomach, but it is great

for a quick bite. I ordered
the Watermelon Fruit
volcano along with the
24K milk tea.
For someone who has
a huge sweet tooth for
beverages, the 24K milk
tea was perfectly sweet. It
contained coconut water
along with bits of coconut and
strawberries at the bottom.
The Fruitcano really put
you in the summer feels
since it consisted of mango,
watermelon, pineapple and
Tajin seasoning.
The most ideal summerby-the-pool snack.
By looking at the menu,
I knew that Playa Lounge
wasn’t going to serve
anything in glass plates.
The dish was served
on a paper boat plate,
which seemed fitting
considering the food and
drinks did have street
food atmosphere.
The drinks and snacks
at Playa Lounge were
delicious and enjoyable
but I felt as if I could go
to the local flea market or
street fruit vendor for the
same tasteful experience.
The location isn’t ideal
but the atmosphere and
interior were the best part
of the experience. It had all
the qualities of the nightlife with the colorful lights,
loud music, and flat-screen
TVs on the wall.
I hope to one day go
back and see more food
choices that are not snack
size on the menu.
Follow Melody on Twitter
@spartanmelody
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Omarosa plays on country’s divide
Vicente Vera
STAFF WRITER

The president wasn’t
the only reality TV star
in the White House.
Omarosa Manigault
Newman
was
a
contestant on Donald
Trump’s reality show,
“The Apprentice.”
She then went on to
become Trump’s costar in politics when
the president appointed

president’s
own
unhinged
responses
to the book makes me
wonder why he’s letting
Manigault
Newman
rattle his cage.
Most of the claims
she lays out are just
hearsay. The president is
likely more upset by the
way many major media
networks have latched

The way Manigault Newman’s story
has been portrayed so far only serves
to entice an audience that is actively
looking for the next anecdote to
induce outrage.

her
director
of
communications for the
Office of Public Liaison,
a position he describes
as a patronage job.
According to Politico,
she was fired on Jan. 20,
but earlier this month
she released a memoir
titled “Unhinged: An
Insider’s Account of the
Trump White House.”
It
contains
little
substance,
but
the

on to her story.
If I was offered the
opportunity to interview
Manigault Newman, as
tempting as that might
be, I would have to
politely decline.
I don’t believe giving
her a platform and
holding her to such high
regard is a productive
way
of
addressing
her claims.
The way Manigault

Newman’s story has
been portrayed so far
only serves to entice
an audience that is
actively looking for
the next anecdote to
induce outrage.
Her claims, reported
by Fox News, that
Donald Trump was
being openly racist on
tape is a perfect example
of her catering to this
audience.
I wouldn’t be surprised
if such a tape did come
out, but Manigault
Newman doesn’t seem
to be interested in that.
Instead, she seems
more interested in
perpetrating secondhand rumors to sell her
book.
It does no good
to accuse someone
of being caught on
tape using a racial
slur if you have no
means of producing
anything that back the
claim.
If Manigault Newman
did in fact hear about a
recording where Donald
Trump used racial
slurs, her testimony
would have been more
impactful
had
she
made it known while
she was still with the
administration.
The important thing
to note about the book is
that the accusations are
based on her word.
If a former White
House staffer put out a
book like this during the
last administration, the

SONGS YOU WOULD LISTEN
WHILE WALKING TO CLASS
PUT YOUR RECORDS ON
Corinne Bailey Rae
selected by
Jackie Contreras

TRIP
Ella Mai
selected by
Jasmine Strachan

GRIND’N
Dom Kennedy
selected by
Ben Stein

LIFE GOES ON
Lil Baby
selected by
Gabriel Mungaray

ISLAND IN THE SUN
Weezer
selected by
Marci Suela

FINESSE
Bruno Mars feat. Cardi B
selected by
Dominoe Ibarra

A CHANGE IS GONNA COME
Sam Cooke
selected by
Nicholas Zamora

LOVE SOMEBODY
Ta-ku & Waifa
selected by
Jana Kadah

LOVELY DAY
Bill Withers
selected by
William dela Cruz

TRAP QUEEN
Fetty Wap
selected by
Amanda Whitaker

FEEL IT STILL
Portugal The Man
selected by
Melisa Yuriar

EATIN’ DUST
Fu Manchu
selected by
Mike Corpos

Listen to this playlist on Spotify:

http://spoti.ﬁ/2nutckE

only interview requests
would be from TMZ.
Business
Insider
reported that people like
former press secretary
Sean Spicer are signing
book deals to profit from
their time serving the
American people.
Because
this
administration
has
been so controversial, a
former staffer can spill
just a little gossip and get
international headlines.
Some people are
cheering them on, but
I think it just adds to
the growing number of
distractions
plaguing
our news networks.
Think about all of the
problems deriving from
this
administration
that could have been
discussed instead of
Manigault
Newman
accusing the president
of being racist.
For example, the
American
Civil
Liberties Union reports
that 565 immigrant
children remain in
government custody.
The only people she’s
going to convince with
her story are people
who already believe the
president is a racist.
I do believe the
president has racial
bias that needs to be
addressed, but Manigault
Newman isn’t addressing
it for the right reasons.
It’s pretty transparent
she’s touting these stories
to play on the divide
in this country, and

PHOTO COURTESY OF WIKIMEDIA COMMONS

Omarosa Manigault Newman was the former director
of communications for the Oﬃce of Public Liaison as
a part of the Trump administration. She released the
memoir “Unhinged: An Insider’s Account of the Trump
White House” on Aug. 14.

to make money from
her book.
There are people
making much more
serious and credible
accusations against the
president that aren’t
getting attention because
of Manigault Newman’s
little sideshow.
If I wanted to write
about two reality TV
stars orchestrating yet
another circus, I’d train

to be a screenwriter.
As
a
journalist,
I see the coverage
of
the
president’s
ignorant
back-andforths on Twitter with
Manigault Newman as
entertainment
rather
than legitimate news.

Follow Vicente on Twitter
@ VicenteSJSU
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Facebook’s new dating app threatens safety
Winona Rajamohan
STAFF WRITER

When
Facebook
declared
a
dating
feature was the next
path it wanted to
embark on, I scrolled
past the impressionable
announcement on my
feed with a shrug.
I was referring to
my Twitter feed which should probably
indicate how I feel
about Facebook barging
into the realm of
online dating.
The opt-in feature
brings users to a
‘dating
home’
that
houses
a
dating
profile
independent
from
an
existing
Facebook profile.
This separation would
mean users would not
be connected to their
own friends.
Theoretically,
this
alleviates
one
of
Facebook’s
biggest
problems.
Facebook is often a
space where many of
us are connected to
our entire family tree,
elementary
school
friends or maybe even
your boss.
It’s a big melting pot
of people you would not
want to stumble across
your recipe to rake up
a partner.
Facebook promises on
privacy and data never
leave a good taste in

my mouth, even before
the social media giant’s
Cambridge Analytica
fiasco erupted.
It could be pictures
you
specifically
indicated not wanting
to be tagged in or it
could be the results
of a “What Does Your
Favorite Restaurant Tell
You About Your Ideal
Partner” quiz that gets
posted on your timeline
even
though
you
definitely did not give
it permission.
Things on Facebook
just always seem to
get around.
Dr. Elizabeth Sweet,
assistant
sociology
professor at San Jose
State said,“I do suspect
that Facebook’s poor
history of securing
private data will make
some people reluctant to
trust them with the kind
of intimate information
that could be gathered
by a dating app.”
Mark
Zuckerberg
unraveled
these
plans at the 2018 F8
conference, an annual
meeting
held
by
Facebook for developers
and entrepreneurs.
According to NBC
news,
Zuckerberg
said the feature aimed
to build “long-term
relationships – not just
hookups,”
modeling

ILLUSTRATION BY MARCI SUELA | SPARTAN DAILY

Facebook’s current algorithm already
encourages random strangers to find
profiles based off commonalities
and patterns.
after real-world dating
scenarios where people
meet
each
other
by chance.
According to CNBC,
it allows users to browse
public events and groups
that pique their interest.
Users can see who’s
attending these events and
start a private conversation
with an attendee they
fancy.
A dating feature
centered
around

CLASSIFIEDS
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

meeting at events could
be a good first date, but
location-centric
data
increases a greater need
for more security.
With its large pool
of data gathered from
pictures, likes, groups
and so on, Facebook’s
current
algorithm
already
encourages
random strangers to
find profiles based
off
commonalities
and patterns.

This
was
how
Cambridge Analytica
was able to predict
personal
attributes
of users.
On most days, I get
friend requests from
people who would
have completely no ties
with whatsoever on the
other side of the planet–
that makes me feel a
little uneasy.
If maneuvering my
way through this feature
would mean leaving a
trail of places I’ve been
and people I gravitate to
when I get there, I need
to know this trail doesn’t
get tracked by the
wrong people.
“Personally,
a
platform like Facebook
is more personal and not
something I’d ever use
to connect with people

SUDOKU PUZZLE
Complete the grid so that every row, column and
3x3 box contains every digit from 1 to 9 inclusively.

that I do not know,” says
Samantha Tan, a fourthyear public relations
major. She feels that the
focus on events would
only
“compromise
people’s safety.”
For young people,
Facebook has probably
gathered information
from most of our lives.
A dating feature with
an influx of my personal
preferences since I
was 12 yearscould be
effective to filter ‘the
one.’
For the most part, it
just sounds like extreme
invasiveness the dating
world doesn’t need.

Follow Winona on Twitter
@ winonarjmh

JOKIN’
AROUND
I just watched
a program
about beavers.

It was the best
dam program I’ve
ever seen.

SOLUTIONS

ACROSS
1. Killer whale
5. Overact
10. Press
14. Lion sound
15. Prongs
16. Infamous Roman emperor
17. A supplementary part
19. Deception
20. Foot digit
21. Licoricelike flavor
22. Train tracks
23. Fickle
25. Indian hemp
27. And so forth
28. Cake icing
31. Be in a rush
34. A single-masted ship
35. Petroleum
36. Hodgepodge
37. Not silently
38. Graphic symbol
39. Dowel
40. A framework of beams
41. A friction match
42. Depletes
44. Mayday
45. Basic belief

46. Female siblings
50. Style
52. Wall climbers
54. Liveliness
55. Region
56. Cartographer
58. Essence
59. Active
60. Overhang
61. Being
62. Grave marker
63. “Whoopee!”

DOWN
1. Give a speech
2. Turbine part
3. Provide food for
4. Genus of macaws
5. Cultural
6. Imitate
7. 1 1 1 1
8. Dark and gloomy
9. Eastern Standard Time
10. Child
11. Spiritual
12. By mouth
13. French for “Names”
18. Bitchy

22. Coarse file
24. Relating to aircraft
26. Cowl
28. Clean between teeth
29. 3 times 3
30. Delight
31. Expect and wish
32. Gorse
33. Correctness
34. Most slutty
37. Backside
38. Iron oxide
40. Melody
41. Civet-like mammal
43. Ventilate
44. Mountain range
46. A seal
47. Ancient unit of dry measure
48. Late actor Christopher
49. Binge
50. A measuring instrument
51. Anagram of “Sire”
53. Cast a ballot
56. Petrol
57. Church bench
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Oliver named on
Mackey award list
By Vicente Vera
STAFF WRITER
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San Jose State senior tight end Josh Oliver catches a pass during practice on
Wednesday.

After three seasons of
dominating the football
field with the San Jose State
Spartans, tight end Josh
Oliver earned national recognition when he was listed
on the 2018 John Mackey
Award Watch List.
The award, which is
named after Pro Football
Hall of Fame tight end John
Mackey, has been presented
annually since 2000 to the
top tight end in the nation.
Oliver was one of 64 tight
ends named on the watch
list on July 20.
Oliver called his nomination for the John Mackey
Award a “huge blessing.”
“It’s something as a tight
end that you always wish
for, and it’s something to
look forward to during this
last season,” Oliver said.
Being in his fourth year,
Oliver is hoping to give this
last season his all, and graduate from San Jose State an
accomplished athlete.
He came to the school in
2015 as a business administration major.
Oliver
was
named
an all-state honoree by
CalHiSports website and
MaxPreps website after
averaging 18.1 yards per
catch during his junior and
senior years at Paso Robles
High School.
During his first season
at SJSU, Oliver played in all
13 games and went on to
be one of the Spartan’s best
pass receivers.
“I think it’s deserving,”

It’s not said and
done, there’s still
competition with
64 guys on the
list, but I think I
definitely readied
myself for the
season and to
compete for that
award.
Josh Oliver
Tight end

head coach Brent Brennan
commented about Oliver’s
recognition. “Had he not
had some injuries, he would
have impressed even more
people and made even
more plays.”
SJSU sports publication,
The Spear, reported that
Oliver suffered an ankle
injury early last season
during a game with the
Texas Longhorns.
It kept him out of the two
following games, but since
football practice started on
Aug. 7, he’s back to killing it
on the field.
“Every time me and him
go against each other in
practice, he gets me better
each and every single day,”
Spartan defensive tackle
Bryson Bridges said.
Bridges and Oliver have
been together on the team
since day one. Both of them
even represented San Jose
State at the 2018 Mountain

West Football Media
Summit in Las Vegas.
“We played a little golf
on the roof that night and
got to see the other teams.
It was awesome experience,” Bridges said. “We
play against them all year
but we never actually get to
meet them.”
At the summit, they talked to reporters and met
with other teams in the
conference. Experiences
like this led to Bryson and
Josh forming a bond over
the years.
Oliver describes his
teammate as a “great player,
great leader, just a great person to be around.”
With
no
current
injuries, Oliver expects his
senior season to be his best
one yet.
Last season, he had the
second-most pass receptions on the team, with a
personal record of 35 catches. He averaged 8.5 yards
a catch and a total or 296
yards covered.
“I think I put in the work
to be deserving of it,” Oliver
said in reference to the John
Mackey Award. “It’s not said
and done, there’s still competition with 64 guys on
the list, but I think I definitely readied myself for the
season and to compete for
that award.”
The first game of the season is on Thursday, Aug. 30
at CEFCU Stadium against
the UC Davis Aggies.

Follow Vicente on Twitter
@VicenteSJSU

SJSU football game gets NFL treatment
By Ben Stein
MANAGING EDITOR

San Jose State’s home
football game against
Army West Point has been
moved and will be played
at Levi’s Stadium.
The
announcement
was made on Aug. 13 by
Spartans’ director of athletics, Marie Tuite.
“When I saw all the
people in suits, I said ‘Oh
man, something is going
on,’ because when people in suits show up it is
either an announcement
or something bad,” senior
defensive tackle Boogie
Roberts said.
This will be the first
football game SJSU has
played at Levi’s Stadium
since it was built in 2014.
The game will also be the
first time the Spartans play
in a 49ers active home stadium since they faced the
University of San Francisco
at Kezar Stadium in 1951.
“It’s exciting,” senior
running back DeJon Packer
said. “Knowing that we get
to play in a stadium that
was built maybe three years
ago, plus it being a professional stadium and getting to play in an environment that big has everyone
pumped for it.”
The
relationship
between SJSU and the San
Francisco 49ers is historically positive.
Before he led the 49ers to
three Super Bowl victories,
Pro Football Hall of Fame
coach, Bill Walsh started
his coaching career at SJSU

It’s always good
to play on TV,
sometimes family
and friends can’t
make it to a game,
but they can live
through it by
watching you on
TV.
Trevor Robbins
Center

as a graduate assistant.
In addition to coach
Walsh, quarterbacks Jeff
Garcia and Steve DeBerg,
and six-time NFL All-Pro
receiver Billy Wilson are
among SJSU Spartans to
play for the 49ers.
“My whole life my dad
has always been a Niners
fan so we always wanted
to play at Candlestick,”
sophomore center Trevor
Robbins said. “Being able
to play [at Levi’s Stadium]
in front of my parents
and to get to go into an
actual locker room where
professional players play is
pretty surreal.”
This game will be the
first of the scheduled fourgame
home-and-home
series between the Spartans
and the Black Knights.
The game will be the
first of four college football
games Levi’s Stadium will
host this upcoming season,
however it will be the only
regular season matchup.
The
other
three
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San Jose State’s football game on Oct. 13 versus Army West Point has been moved to Levi’s Stadium.

games
include,
the
Pac-12
championship
game, the San Francisco
Bowl and the College
Football Playoff national
championship game.
Because they are flexing
this game to be played at
Levi’s Stadium, SJSU will
not add an additional game
at CEFCU Stadium to
replace it.
“It’s kind of bittersweet
since I am a senior, I
lose one game at CEFCU
Stadium,” Roberts said.
“But it is an amazing expe-

rience getting to play at an
NFL Stadium.”
Kickoff time for the Oct.
13 non-conference game
has not been announced,
however the game will air
nationally on ESPN.
This will be one of six
Spartan football games to
be televised nationally.
There will be two games
— vs. Colorado state and
at San Diego State — on
CBS Sports network, two
games — at Washington
state and at University of
Oregon — will be played

on Pac-12 Networks and
two games — vs. Army
West Point and at Fresno
State — will be played
on ESPN.
“It gives an extra incentive knowing the world is
watching,” Roberts said.
“It’s always good to play
on TV, sometimes family
and friends can’t make it
to a game, but they can live
through it by watching you
on TV.”
According
to
the
press release from SJSU
Athletics, “The San José

State Athletics Ticket
Office will provide, at no
additional cost, an equal
number of replacement
ticket(s) and parking, as
applicable, for the Army
West Point game now at
Levi’s Stadium to anyone who had previously
purchased ticket(s) and/
or parking as of Friday,
August 10, 2018.”

Follow Ben on Twitter
@thereelbstein

